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mitch@gossipconsulting.com
850*797*0949 Sant Rosa Beach, FL.

like me

learn about me

follow me

watch me

This Short Informational Book was written from my own frustration and inability to
navigate the nasty world of Social Media Marketing and Branding. I kept at it until I
figured it out. What did I figure out, I needed to accomplish two tasks. First: Stop
being fearful of posting on Social Media, I came to the realization that I don't need to
blow up the whole internet to become a celebrity. I only need to be able to Market
and Brand in my local communities. Second: I need to figure out how? I am an avid
researcher so I began consuming everything I could online about Marketing,
Branding and Social Media then BOOM it hit me. We live in two Worlds, one Social
and the Real World, where our feet are. So now what do I do with all this awesome
information I learned. HELP others who like me who want to be successful in both
Worlds but don't know where to start and stop the frustration. Call it anger
management for the Socail Media inept. I learned a lesson a long time ago, to
understand the present you have to uncover the past. Understanding the PAST
trends helps you to see things on a timeline that may help stir something in your
PRESENT trends to help guide you to your FUTURE success. So let's jump in!
My name is Mitch Payne and I Grew up when there was a Phone attached to a wall, for
real. Parents taught their kids how to answer the phone, yep that's right etiquette. Hello or
whats up just wasn't enough you had to announce to the person calling you, “Payne
Residence” as if they didn't know who they called. My parents were so cool when they
bought an extension cord to the phone that was 12 feet long so you could walk further away
from this marvelous avocado green or bright yellow phone attached to the wall. You could
now to talk to your girlfriend or boyfriend around the corner but never after 9 pm it was
inappropriate.

We had cable and what I mean by cable is there was a cable attached to a box and that
was attached to a TV. This cable box was brown, three rows of numbers and an
engineering marvel. I was no longer my dad's remote control, Mitch change the channel or
Mitch turn it up or down finally “Freedom.“ I think that is why today I don't like my name
starting in a sentence. Televisions were not smart either Just Saying, most weighed over
100lbs.

We had phone books, that's right, the original old school SEO. It was a huge decision to
have your phone number published or unpublished. In these non-green, politically incorrect,
tree wasting behemoths your personal address was listed too, can you imagine. The yellow
pages, who can forget the color business ads, the size of a business card and they were
expensive. You were only a real business if you had an ad in the Yellow Pages.

We had catalogs if you are over 40, how can you forget the Sears Catalog twice a year. My
mom would kill anyone who took her catalog. This book was hundreds of pages thick and
had everything known to man to sell. Sears Marketing and Branding tagline for years were
“Cheapest Supply House on Earth”. Fun Fact, Sears was once the largest seller of home
plans in the United States, some of their homes now are worth Millions. Sears is Sadly
mostly out of business and we will go deeper into this later in the book.

Lastly Newspapers, Some towns have a major newspaper that had morning and evening
newspapers, local employees, and paperboys. But most towns have a Sunday paper. That
Sunday paper the marketer's delight, all those stuffed in and catchy glossy paper ads that
were designed to be heavier by weight so the advertisement would slide out when you
opened the paper for a better shot of advertising to capture a client. Who thought of that
idea was a genius.

I share these awesome memories with you to show that I come from a different
world, not alien-like, but different and how does it relate to Marketing today let's take
a look. Most if not all of these above industries were the preferred methods for
Marketing and Branding not too long ago. Currently, they are all mostly dead or on
life support now. Let's look at each one on the next page. Just a note please
remember the word Influence we will get back to it.

YELLOW PAGES

NEWSPAPER
SEARS
CATALOG
#HashtagMastery

The phone on the wall: Solicitors would call consumers at home directly and cold call
to market their ideas and sell their products or subscriptions. That changed on June 27,
2003, when the FTC finally set up the Do-Not-Call Registry. Consumers could now
register their phone number, and after 31 days unsolicited calls to that number were
prohibited and punishable with a fine. Within just 4 days, over 10 million phone numbers
had been registered. By the registry’s seventh birthday (2010) that number had topped
200 million. I guess no one really wanted to be called. Boom Marketing Industry DEAD
Local Cable or Television: TV advertising has declined drastically and in most local
communities, not all business owners can afford airtime. Commercials and air time
usually are dominated by major corporations. The Super Bowl is a great example. The
prominence of airing a commercial during the Super Bowl has also carried an
increasingly high price: the average cost of a 30-second commercial during the Super
Bowl has ranged from $37,500 at Super Bowl 1 in 1967, to around $2.2 million at Super
Bowl 34 in 2000, and by Super Bowl in 2015, had doubled to around $4.5 million for 30
seconds. SO how would a small business owner ever compete in getting their name or
brand to market? The internet is much cheaper just DIY. DEAD industry to Expensive
The Yellow pages: I like to call them the Original Old School SEO (search engine
optimization). Phone book advertising was a massive industry that was very lucrative for
decades. This Static manual form of Marketing and Branding is all but dead now. Most
companies years ago would name their Companies starting with the letter A. For
Example ”A Best Plumbing” or “A-1 Real Estate” these pre-GOOGLE companies would
be the first in the plumbing and real estate section so people didn't have to read thirty
plumbers. I bet ya didn't relate SEO today to the phone books of yesterday. BOOM
industry DEAD
Catalogs: Were the thing up until the ’90s with all the rising costs of labor, postage, and
Eco-friendly organizations AKA tree huggers all but killed this industry. People actually
had to physically mail there order in with an envelope and stamp actually write a check
then wait 4-6 weeks for delivery. Can you even imagine the audacity of having to wait?
DEAD
Newspapers: The last dinosaurs to become extinct. Most but not all newspapers still
alive today are either all online or are national Papers like the Wall Street Journal or USA
Today. Advertising in these local papers was a must-do to show their local presence and
support. Not so much any more papers are smaller and a lot of times free to the public
and the only way the paper company makes money selling advertising. BOOM now
DIGITAL
#HashtagMastery

So here was the aha Moment for me! All the industries listed above were THE major
marketing and branding vehicles for decades and then they were gone in under 10-15
years, poof gone. The industry’s old preferred Marketing and Branding methodology
executed for decades was the message was being delivered TO or AT the potential client.
No one likes to a “talking” TO.
The past marketing and branding methods were:
Non emotional- the TV show Mad Men comes to mind, they used pitch men.
Static advertising- pictures or print only
Mostly throw away advertising, print, flyers, or ripping a page out of the phone book.
Newspaper ads were mostly name, logo, phone number and our new cheap price.
Most ads were geared around a promise or commitment of PRICE. We are the
cheapest, lowest price In town come on down. Did you feel that, we are the Cheapest in
town no emotion just a choice to make if your like the price or not that's it.
There wasn't much honesty in Marketing back then. Here are a few term's from that era.
Bait and switch, lost leader, cheapo freebie to get you into the store to conveniently be
told "those cheap socks are sold out already."
I have now shown you that our lives have changed drastically in a very short period of time.
I call it Digital Disruption, would you have honestly ever thought we would be able to
manage finances, shop for anything we wanted with the handheld device. Major
corporations and Billion dollar industries have been crushed by the handheld device and
digital disruption. Let's look at a few Major Companies that did not take head to this ever
changing Marketing and Branding landscape.
Losers: Sears, Macys, Blockbuster, Mattress Firm this one really freaks me out. Who
would have imagined they could put a mattress is a box and ship it to my home with no
shipping charges.
Winners: Amazon, Google, Facebook, Netflix, and most of these companies do ZERO
marketing for their goods or services.
Remember when I shared with you my writing style was a bit different. This E-Book is
written by me and me only with no copywriter. I want you to feel what I am writing. With
that said, there have been hundreds and thousands of jobs lost due to the change in Both
our Worlds. It's not just the phone on the wall, it's the plastic company that made the phone
casing and buttons. It is the bell company that made the ringer, it's the button company that
made all the buttons and finally, it is the manufacturing and assembly jobs lost in local
communities. Think deeper, how can you use this information in your Marketing or
Branding? What emotion does this information envoke in you when thinking about things a
little differently?
#HashtagMastery

The Retail Industry graph below is public information put together and the numbers are
shocking and eye opening. The top number is the companies market value in 2006, the
middle column is the market value 10 years later in 2016.The bottom column is the % of the
change in the market value. Look at how much change has taken place since the smartphone
and online shopping began in the early 2000’s. The loss in Market Share lines up perfectly
with the release of the First Generation I phone and online shopping. Let us look at the
marketing slogan for the release: "This is only the beginning." "Apple reinvents the
phone." Would you agree that the slogan was right? The First Generation iPhone was
released on June 29. 2007.

Below is a recent up to date report from the National Asscoaition of Realtors. The first step taken by
home buyers was to go online and look at homes on their own. The third highest search was about the
home buying process. Do you see a need for a informational video in your local markets here?

Below is another fact graph proving my point, Print newspaper advertisement is dead. The
internet attracts DOUBLE the buyers then all other source reported. Why would you Market
anywhere else?

Poof in the cloud

Here is another example of Industry change !

I will now begin to guide us gently into the Social World. Once I discovered that I was trying
to function in a space I didn't not understand I had so many flashbacks of sayings that
would create a picture in your mind for clearer understanding for this transition, but only one
comes to mind. “People remember very little about what you said, People remember exactly
how you made them feel.” Human emotion is the driving force behind all decisions in
today's Marketing and Branding. SO, let's dive into the Social World.

#HashtagMastery

Social World
So that I won't lose the younger generation's attention we will start with the Social World so
they can be first and we know now, no one can be patient anymore, so here we go.
With my writing style, I want to ask something from you. Please read with me and try to feel
what I am saying. Please don't just read it try and FEEL it.
The Social World can be controlled by YOU, you can choose what you are viewing, groups
you belong to online, #movements you chose to follow. You also can simply just put the
phone done and walk away, LOL. We as a smartphone generation have the Individual
possibility of being a human influencer. We have to realize we are now competing in our
markets 24/7/365 with the internet. Im sure we have all experienced the client that knows
everything because they can google your job description and magically advise you on how
to do that job, REALLY.
But with my methods of Marketing and Branding you are at an advantage. Why? If we
make our decisions based upon emotions, connections, liking and trust. Would it not make
sense to frame your marketing message designed to target emotions. Below I will outline
the top 9 emotions the SOCIAL world feels by looking at their precious Handheld Device.
Question for you: On your handheld device, tablet, or PC have you ever read or seen
something that created an emotion in you quickly?
Here is a list of basic emotions felt in the social world
Fear → feeling of being afraid, frightened, scared about a subject important to you, and the
almighty FOMO syndrome. Fear of Missing out. Its a real thing google it.
Anger → feeling angry. A stronger word for anger is rage, your team lost, a political view, a
negative review about your business that is not true, Or running an ad challenging people.
Sadness → feeling sad. Other words are sorrow, A veteran coming home from war, Finding
out a friend died you went to school with. Or losing out on a great deal.
Joy → feeling happy. Other words are happiness, gladness, your team won, your getting a
lot of positive feedback on a social post you worked on. People are saying nice things
about you on Social Media. Getting what you want when you want it.
Disgust→ feeling something is wrong or nasty. Strong disapproval, this requires a strong
belief or opinion about something. This aims at our core values.

#HashtagMastery

Surprise → being unprepared for something this can be good and bad, No one likes bad
surprises
Trust → a positive emotion; admiration is stronger; acceptance is weaker. This is what we
want after Running a KNOW - LIKE - TRUST campaign. When clients trust you price is not
an issue anymore.
Anticipation→ in the sense of looking forward positively to something which is going to
happen. A party is coming up, a big meeting or game time. Clients can't wait to see more
content from you.
Movement → We all want to be part of a community, most want to rally for a cause and
FEEL good and just by our choices. Let me remind you the pound sign # or AKA Hashtag
used to be a useless button on that phone on that wall, now you can join a movement with
millions by using it in a social media post.

A project for you, could you now build a two-minute video marketing a product by using any
of the 9 emotions listed above only using your companies product and services?
Trust is the Bullseye!

I miss walking around blockbuster

Convienince WON this battle

#HashtagMastery

I literally could go on for days here with uncovering the layers of emotions you can invoke in
a person to INFLUENCE their decision making process. Remember I asked you to
remember the word influence. Creating Influence is the core of Marketing and Branding in
the Social World. Do you have what it takes to be a person of influence, the answer is yes.
Becoming a person of influence is not easy it takes time, effort and a plan.
In our History lesson I showed you how marketing was all about the Cheapest price with
some mention of service. No one got mad or upset about a company marketing to them for
the cheapest price available on Earth. But now in the SOCIAL world potential clients want
to be connected emotionally and moved by the company or brand marketing to them. Wow
what a difference and only 15 years or so of data on how to navigate this mine field. How
does a company or individual do that? And now you have seen what was my struggle, I
was determined to find a way and I did and I want ot share my methods with you. I wrote a
course on how to be PRESENT and RELEVANT in your local markets. #HashtagMastery
will help guide you step by step on how to be an INFLUENCER in your local MARKETS

REAL WORLD
Yes that scary place we live in called the real world, if you hear trumpets sounding and
music playing while we move into this section then, well nothing just sounds more dramatic.
The social world is not the real world, i repeat no the real world. Soley it is our perception
and how we see it and I can prove it. Below is a picture of our eye and the optic nerve. Our
optic nerve is behind our eyes and delivers all messages and images to our brains to make
split-second decision. Good ones or bad ones.

That microscopic nerve of Each human optic nerve contains between 770,000 and 1.7
million nerve fibers. Without this optic nerve, simply nothing would get to our brains.
Smartphones, tablets, and PC’s are delivering the message to our brains and we don't even
realize it, or do we. Our emotions are the driver and they are usually on autopilot that's why
most decisions in current times are based upon emotion. Here is what I can prove.
Marketing and branding professionals in many different industries have stated, that they
have never seen their industry explained like I have here in this short book. Most present
graphs, percentages, factual pie charts but lets admit it, that can be BORING. Humans are
fascinating and can be influenced for good and band reasons.
#HashtagMastery

Here are the facts on the old way of marketing and branding:
Previous history tells us all marketing and branding were attempted with static nonemotional tactics.
The customer or client was in control they were always the one reaching out the
business
Most decisions and marketing were based upon Price only or Sale ads.
Here are the Facts of the smartphone for marketing and branding:
Ads are something of value, take the Budweiser commercials for example they used
Clydesdale horses and a unique storyline and made there ad emotionally compelling.
Ads are directed to the consumer and now they have the CHOICE.
Ads are now about convenience centered around the "Customer Experience." Get it in
two days free shipping. Ads are now connecting people in Social ways through apps,
online stores, and testimonial sites.
AMAZON sets the standard for all things online PERIOD.
So what is different between modern Marketing and Branding and the past?
Why the EYE analogy?
What we SEE makes us FEEL emotion, that emotion moves us towards purchasing,
joining a movement, joining a club, or follow a trend. We as consumers are what we see.
So here is the answer, in the SOCIAL WORLD or "Social Media" we see things that make
us FEEL things in the REAL WORLD in real time. Well so much for the physiology and
psychology lesson, let's move on.
I am almost done.
Okay now I have built on online Social presence, Wow people like me. I have social
stalked clients forever, my social world has seen my videos, posts, and content. I seem
smart enough. Wait, what they want an appointment and want to meet me OMG, now
what do I do? At this moment in time is where your two worlds colide, its time for some:
REAL WORLD MARKETING

#HashtagMastery

Real world marketing, what is it?
It's in person, peron to person, or person to group
It is authentic you can't hide behind your Socail World, people can smell BS a mile away.
It includes a handshake, is there really a proper way to greet someone?
Its eye contact
It is the ability to be quick on your feet and show your knowledge and passion
It's your only chance to make a first impression.
It Must match your online Social World
It is the way you look, dress and carry yourself
Its how you act
Its how you speak
See one problem is most marketing is done hiding behind the SOCIAL world, but when you
come out in the light it's like wait what are you doing outside the internet must be shut
down. The hardest negotiations are the ones done over text, email, and social media.
Can you answer why? Because there is no emotional connection, you can't market or sell
anything in today's market without personal connections of BOTH WORLDS.
So why all the IT'S:

Some call it the "IT FACTOR" to many have it online, only a few have it in the Real World

Those who manage TWO WORLDS properly can perform at a high level everyday.

Price and profits usually are not an issue when you have built trust. With the Social World it
allows for the Know, Like, Trust, campaign to be on 24/7/365. It is proven over and over
again clients deal with companies or individuals that they Know, Like, and Trust. So you
want bigger profits, build trust. How do you build trust #HashtagMastery

#HashtagMastery

#HashtagMastery
Hashtag Mastery is the name of the course I have authored. I wrote this course with all the
passion I could find. I truly LOVE helping others and this course is one way to give back.The
course outline is will be very simple, we will guide you on how to be PRESENT and
RELEVANT in your local markets with having a calculated success in BOTH WORLDS. Notice
I said nothing about lead generation which we do for many clients this is purely how to build
influence and be an influencer in you local markets.
We will guide you and help you with the following step by step. Our course specializes in the
following social media platforms: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIN, YouTube.
These are the preferred business apps and we are damn good at em.
Facebook Business Pages- Yes there are so many secrets to setting up a business page
and utilizing it properly. very few have this set up porperly.
How to post to Facebook Properly within your chosen industry. This is #1 Mistake PERIOD
Especially in the Real Estate Markets.
Top tricks and secrets will be discussed in the course. Proper use of Hashtags.
Reduce your SEO spend costs, possibly forever in time.
Instagram Business Account, How to win on instagram, Be a people magnet, Follow Me.
Building your Brand,if your not building your brand you are building someone else's.
We work with you on LOGO creation, updating, or reformatting, customers love this.
Social World Engineering, How to handle negative comments on posts.
Real World in person Marketing Tips and Tricks, Meet the old school.
Affordable monthly membership programs for updated marketing plans.
Unique social media Ideas and a chance to collaborate with others in my community to
share successes and ideas.
Organize all your socail media posts
Learn and unleash the unkown true power of the pound sign. That useless button
on the phone on the wall.

A social Media Course is So SIMPLE it is EASY.

My Calander fills FAST so book
NOW for your FREE 15 minute
call with Mitch today

